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Posted: 8:08 a.m. Monday, July 8, 2013

Catching up on the weekend 

Curtis Compton

By Chris Vivlamore

Let’s catch up a little bit on the events of late Saturday and Sunday. I needed to be away from my computer for a family
obligation Sunday but I did have my ear to the ground as far as any potential Hawks moves. At this time there is nothing
imminent to report but, hey, it’s early.

* Unrestricted free agent Zaza Pachulia has left for the Bucks, agreeing to a three-year, $15 million deal where he will re-join
coach Larry Drew. I have reached out to Pachulia but have not heard back. The fan favorite did issue the following tweet
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Sunday about his eight seasons with the Hawks: “Amazing 8 years.Great memories. Thank you Hawks fans for the love and

support. I love you guys and you will always be special to me.”

* Unrestricted free agent Devin Harris agreed to a three-year, $9 million deal with the Mavericks.

* I hear that there are many Monta Ellis rumors. I would say at this point they are just rumors. Some of them don’t make
sense to me. I don’t see the Hawks using much of their remaining cap space on one player - but I could be wrong. I’m also
not sure that Jeff Teague going to the Bucks in a trade could happen. Stay tuned on those fronts.

* I heard from Kyle Korver about the Paul Millsap joining the Hawks. They played together for a season and a half with the
Jazz. “Paul is a great guy,” Korver said. “He’s a blue-collar player who knows how to play the game. He’s going to be a great
fit for this system. He’s a really good all-around player.”

* Lots of mixed reaction to Josh Smith agreeing to a deal with the Pistons. Say what you will about Smith but there will be a
few less highlights at the Factory without him.

Al Horford tweeted this on Sunday about the news: “Enjoyed playing with Josh, we really had some good years. Best of luck
moving forward. #Teamate #Hawks”

Teague sent out the following message via Twitter: “Congrats to the homie josh smith was a great teammate enjoyed
playing with u”

* It is possible that the Hawks could clear some more salary space by releasing DeShawn Stevenson. He is still on the
books with a non-guaranteed contract. I’m not sure the Hawks will hold on to him after he was so limited last year. He could
be used in a trade.

* I’m still waiting on word about the Hawks Las Vegas Summer League team – the coach and the roster. They are
scheduled to practice out there Wednesday so I should know something soon. I will be headed out for two days – Monday
and Tuesday – so look for several stories on who will be there.

* I need to dive back into the Hawks current roster and salary cap situation. Once I make my way through it all I will post
another blog.
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Posted by -Melvin- at 8:18 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Re-sign Teague. No Jenning or Ellis are needed. Stevensons opt should've been declined as soon as the season was over
unless he's going to be use in a trade.

Posted by PhilipHarden at 8:19 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

What would be the point of signing Ellis. Isn't he and Lou Williams the same person.
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Posted by 45cop at 8:24 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

Just looking at the numbers, there are quite a number of similarities between Teague and Jennings. Their assist-to-turnover
ratio is pretty much the same at 2.5-to-1. Both get about 1.5 steals per game. Both are pretty damn quick. 

Here are the differences: 

Teague is the better shooter from the field overall with a career 45.1% on FGs. Jennings owns a 39.4% on FGs. 

While the two are roughly the same at about 35% on 3-pointers for their respective careers, last season proved to be a huge
difference. Jennings shot over 37% from beyond that arc...but more importantly he took (461) and made (173) almost twice
as many 3s as Teague took (248) and made (89). 

There was less of a difference in FT attempts, but Jennings led there as well, getting to the line 281 times and making 230
of those, while Teague made 199 of 226 attempts. 

Consider also another stat that may go unnoticed - Teague's not a great rebounder, owning a 1.8 rpg average, having put up
2.3 last season. 

By contrast, Jennings has a career rebounding average of 3.4, better than some SGs...and put up 3.1 last season. 

Now let us consider which Guard had which "teammate" effects. 

Bereft of the presence of Joe Johnson, Teague's scoring average went up 2 ppg from 12.6 to 14.6, although his FG% went
down 2%. 

Jennings, paired with the ball and shot-hogging Monta Ellis, saw his scoring average dip about 1.6ppg from 19.1 ppg to 17.5
ppg, with is FG% also dipping by 2% (yet his 3 PT % increased by 4.3%!). Funny thing is, Jenning recorded a whole 1 apg
more with Ellis on board. 

Who is the better guy? Well, it's clear that Jennings is the more aggressive player and the higher offensive output guy. 

I'd say Teague's more conservative nature (here we find the inconsistency in his game) makes him the more efficient guy. 

Defensively - I'd prefer Teague, except the stats don't support it and last season's eyeball test doesn't either. If Teague
commits to defense more and also becomes more aggressive on offense, he's the better guy. But he may never actually do
that. 

Tough call. Another question is how would Jennings do under CMB, as opposed to Teague? Or... how would Teague
continue to do under LD if this alleged trade goes down?

Posted by 45cop at 8:26 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Ellis is a nastier scoring threat than Lou, but there are fundamental differences. 

Lou Will is better at the team concept. If you just want/need points in bunches, Ellis is your man. Doesn't really know how to
be a winner - Lou wants to be one and plays his role well.
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Posted by 45cop at 8:27 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Doc, 

Agreed on JT vs. BJ. 

But people don't like change half as much as they yell for it. Funny how familiarity breeds contempt, yet change does the
same thing....

Posted by 45cop at 8:28 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

CViv, 

So you're saying you doubt what the four letter network is saying? LOL, I hear ya but we want something more solid if you
have it.

Posted by -sting- at 8:33 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

for a break and to understand much worse things than being a hawks fan:

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/07/08/sports/beyond-the-finish-line.html?nl=todaysheadlines&emc=edit_th_20130708&_r=0

a bit of inspiration.

his photo, embedded in the article, was one of the most searing of all the early sent out after the explosion. as a trauma doc
seeing it i was very afraid i couldnt see both of his legs in the photo. later on read the reason why. by the incision on his belly
he may have had penetrating wounds to the abdomen. quite a recovery thus far.

Posted by -sting- at 8:37 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

ftpb:

Posted by -sting- at 7:55 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013 Report Abuse
yeah big ray, i eyed those stats about an hour ago. i would rather take bj over jt. i can tone him down with aging. he has the
dog and doesnt rely on that soft floater. hid fg % may be swayed by a reasonable 3 pt percentage as he took a lot. not sure
why but it is there as a possible mark against his overall numbers. neither one will be known as defenders however, both
are quick and have the ability to make steals. if nothing else you wont have to coach up brandon's dog. he walked out of the
womb growling is my guess.

changes come hard usually. i think the familiarity, ho hum, vs the unknown, fear, is what happens. safety first.
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Posted by Samurai-Squirrel at 9:09 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

I'd rather sign Bynum and bring Teague back.

Posted by wordsmithtom at 9:18 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Squirrel, your lips to God's ears. 

Posted by -sting- at 9:24 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

sam both suck, so you are in the tank top first mode? or is that a muscle shirt? ;-)

Posted by AstroJoe at 9:30 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Why would Teague want to play for the head coach who so badly developed him?

Posted by Gwalchgwyn at 9:38 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

"Why would Teague want to play for the head coach who so badly developed him?"

Maybe because Teague is better at recognizing the truth regarding his situation than are bloggers.

Posted by -sting- at 9:40 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

probably wants a pay check. also never heard jt speak poorly of anyone. he was pretty cool about how he said things. give
him cred for that even as folks tried to poke it out of him about smoove not giving him the ball all the time. he never fell for it
was always up and up. good kid. lost his dog too frequently. humane society is after him a hear.

Posted by Gwalchgwyn at 9:41 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
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Report Abuse

Though Brandon Jennings is more exciting to watch, I think I (slightly) prefer Teague. Teague has really developed well over
the last year-and-a-half. He is still lacking a bit of consistency, but I have hope that he will develop this consistency this year. 

I am worried that Jennings is less of a "team first" point guard than Teague, and that, as a result, Jennings may not be able
to make those around him better (the primary job of a PG IMO).

Posted by kennesawk at 9:57 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Jennings has heart, can shoot without having to set his feet, and can finish at the rim. Teague? Not so much of either. And
Jennings has never had the team around him that Teague has. Just sayin. Dont see what all the fuss is about, and Ive been
on the Teague bandwagon myself. Just dont see us being any better with Teague as opposed to BJ. Dont knock it till you try
it. Evidently DF and Bud is not as high on Teague as a lot of you are. Wouldnt mind seeing Teague play without deferring to
JBrick so much tho.

Posted by Rick_James at 10:21 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Nobody that the Hawks have added to their roster is an upgrade from Josh Smith..Josh got an $800,000 pay raise from
Detroit and I cant see the Hawks not being able to do that..On the other hand Josh got an $800,000 increase because that
was all he could get.He's not the max player that he thinks he is but he was the most talented player on the team (thought
his shot selection was sometimes poor) and the reason Phillips was called the highlight factory.I think both Josh and the
Hawks lost with his signing with Detroit.

Posted by DaltonbywayofBickley at 10:26 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

Teague.

Posted by RamonReturns at 10:30 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

First Take talking about Lakers possibly tanking this season. Forcing Kobe not to come back until after the all star break. 

Next off season, Lakers could have a lottery pick, and an entire lot of cap space. The Lakers only have $9.7M (Steve Nash) in
contracts running past this next season. Wow.

Posted by RodfromCollegePark at 10:36 a.m. Jul. 8, 2013
Report Abuse

"Next off season, Lakers could have a lottery pick, and an entire lot of cap space. The Lakers only have $9.7M (Steve Nash) in
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contracts running past this next season. Wow." 

If that happens, watch what the Lakers do with cap space. I'm sure their fan base would not be happy if they signed Paul
Millsap and Joe Barry Carroll, when they have a bunch of cap space. LOL 
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